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ORDER OF EXERCISES
DECEMBER 18, 10 A.M. CEREMONY

FORTY-NINTH ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL
John Farrar
President, NKU Faculty Senate
Grand Marshal

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Francis Scott Key

Students in the School of the Arts

WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS
Matt Cecil
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

RECOGNITION OF FACULTY AND STAFF
Matt Cecil

ADDRESS
Kimberly Clayton-Code
Professor of Education,
Frank Sinton Milburn Outstanding Professor Award Recipient

INTRODUCTION OF STUDENT SPEAKER
Aliya Cannon ’22
President, NKU Student Government Association
Lindsey K. Schilling ’21
Student Representative, Haile College of Business

INVITATION TO THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Christie Rogers ’04
Vice President, NKU Alumni Board of Directors

CHARGE TO GRADUATES
Ashish K. Vaidya
President, Northern Kentucky University

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Ashish K. Vaidya

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Ginni Fair
Dean, College of Education

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Diana McGill
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN THE HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Hassan HassabElnaby
Dean, Haile College of Business

ALMA MATER
Original lyrics and melody Charles Wiley
rev. Carolyn Hagner/harm. Kurt Sander

Students in the School of the Arts

CLOSING REMARKS
Matt Cecil

RECESSIONAL
2021 FRANK SINTON MILBURN OUTSTANDING PROFESSOR

KIMBERLY CLAYTON-CODE
Professor of Education

Kimberly Clayton-Code, Ph.D. is a Professor of Education and director of the Institute for Talent Development and Gifted Studies. She received the 2021 Frank Sinton Milburn Outstanding Professor Award for excellence in teaching, scholarship and service and was recognized for excellence in teaching from the Greater Cincinnati Consortium of Colleges and Universities. In addition, she was selected for the Faculty Excellence in Sustained Outreach and Public Engagement (2010) and the Faculty Excellence in Teaching (2007) awards from Northern Kentucky University as well as the Service and Advocacy Award from the Kentucky Association for Gifted Education (2018).

Since 2010, she has collaborated with Young Women LEAD, an impact organization that works to encourage teen girls to be bold and confident leaders. More than 34,000 girls nationwide have been positively impacted through Young Women LEAD conferences, clubs and curriculum.

Perhaps best known for her work with the NKU Institute for Talent Development and Gifted Studies, Dr. Clayton-Code has served as Director and Co-Founder of this comprehensive and valued community-focused organization. Over the years, she has developed and implemented activities for educators, high potential youth, their parents and community members—activities that connected thousands of potential students to NKU.

Dr. Clayton-Code received her Ph.D. in curriculum and instruction at the University of Louisville, her master’s degree from Northern Kentucky University and bachelor’s degree from Purdue University.

STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

LINDSEY K. SCHILLING ‘21
Haile College of Business

Lindsey Schilling is graduating summa cum laude from the Haile College of Business with a degree in accounting and a business minor. During her time at NKU, she has received Dean’s List and Presidential Honors, completed multiple internships with local and regional accounting firms in the greater Cincinnati area as well as providing consulting services to local businesses.

In her earlier years, Schilling didn’t exactly know what she wanted to be when she grew up, but she did know one thing: she wanted to make a difference. Through her college career, NKU has helped Schilling to find her path to making a difference and provided opportunities for her to positively impact our local and regional community.

In the future, Schilling plans to begin her accounting career in the greater Cincinnati area. She looks forward to being able to apply the skills and knowledge she has gained during her time in the accounting program to be a difference maker in her professional life.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION DOCTORAL CANDIDATE DEGREES

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

ROBERT PHILLIP ALSTON
Enduring Whiteness: Interrogating Racial Discourse in University Student Disciplinary Policies
Brandelyn Tosolt, Ph.D.; Melissa Jones, Ph.D.; & Ann Pitini James, Ph.D.

ERIKA STOCKHOLM BOWLES
Educational Leadership Amidst a Sustained Global Health Crisis: Perceived Challenges of Four School Leaders in a Metropolitan Area Leading Schools Through the COVID-19 Pandemic

JOSIE EVANS-PHILLIPS
A Transformational Leadership Journey During Dual Pandemics: A Case Study
Brandelyn Tosolt, Ph.D.; Melissa Jones, Ph.D.; & Susan Watts-Taffe, Ph.D.

MICHAEL WADE KEY
Educational Leadership Amidst a Sustained Global Health Crisis: Perceived Challenges of Four School Leaders in a Metropolitan Area Leading Schools Through the COVID-19 Pandemic

JENNIFER RENEE PATRICK
Educational Leadership Amidst a Sustained Global Health Crisis: Perceived Challenges of Four School Leaders in a Metropolitan Area Leading Schools Through the COVID-19 Pandemic

ARNIE DANIEL SLAUGHTER
African American Male Student Affairs Administrators at Predominantly White Institutions: A Qualitative Narrative Case Study Amplifying Their Stories and Their Voices

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION GRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

EDUCATION SPECIALIST
Justin Nathaniel Cann
Angela Lynne Clay
Angela Nicole Dilts-Pollock
Michelle Rynbrandt Hendricks
Courtney Lynn Rose James
Maryellen Lavandar
Molly Kathleen Seifert
Ashley Ann Valerius

MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
Briana Sabina Arencibia
Michaela Buczek
Mariah Nicole Fannin
Allyssa Ann Fessler
Erika Tonille Frances Freeman
Maria Dawn Hils
Robert Laterza
Rebeca Fay Lowry
Emma Martinak
Laura Elizabeth McDonald
Shayla Myles-Aaron
Amber Nicole Nebbia
Abigail Grace Schuh
Jennifer McKinley Silbernagel
Kimberly Nicole Spainhour
Natalie Nicole Steeple
Rachel Elisabeth Watson
Elizabeth Wendel

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
Chelsea Hope Cahill
Sabrina Dearing
Mary Louise Edmonds
Hannah Jin Hagan
Timothy Leroy Nikoley
Katherine Kelsey Rogers
Gary Lee Sarrett
Josie Kathleen Stephens
Anthony Scott Thon
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
†† Amber Arnett
† Ashli R. Atkinson
Alexia Banks
Kayla Paij Caldwell
† Taylor Nicole Carr
Derriahna Sha’ron Chatman
† Sylvia Christa Chervus
Ashley Kate Collins
Hannah Claire Collopy
Miranda Dawn Cook
Hannah Marie Dillon
†† Susan Jane Dugan
Sarah Christine Engelkamp
†† Kaitlyn Alyssa Fooks
† Samuel Vernon Frye
†† Bailey Ryan Held
† Amy Hogan
Kaitlyn Howard
† Colleen Renae Hume
†† Veronica Leeann Ilg
†† Caitlin Renee Karo
Paula Ann Litchfield
† Kaziah Hope Mann
Kasey Mauck
† Hannah Kristen McDavid
† Hannah Mitchell
†† Allyson Rebecca Sue Niece
† Heather Kristine Norton
†† Ashtyn Marie Pike
†† Hannah Rose Bevis Plattner
†† McKinley Noel Raines
Ricki Nicole Ritter
†† Brian Michelle Sailing
† Katherine Josephine Schoolfield
† Alayna Nicole Sizemore
† Molly Michelle Slavey
† Taylor Ann Stanley
†† Brandi LeeAn Steele
MacKenzie Paige Stone
† Megan Christine Stubbs
Ilse Navil Torrijos
Catherine Willis
## COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES GRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

### MASTER OF ARTS
#### IN ENGLISH
- Michael Shane Francis
- Samantha Rose Noland
- Kevin Conor Tucker

#### IN INTEGRATIVE STUDIES
- Krystle Ann Beatty
- Jacquelyn G. Haas
- Rebecca Shae Lyttle
- Christina Ann Zalla

### MASTER OF ARTS
#### IN SOCIAL WORK
- Reilly Swanson Earhart
- Chase Hauke
- Madison Ann Light

### MASTER OF SCIENCE
#### IN PUBLIC HISTORY
- Jacob Taylor Carter
- Nicole Devlin
- Hannah Gailynn Dykes
- Luis Cesar Hernandez
- Canizalez
- Jacqueline Claire Saker

### MASTER OF SCIENCE
#### IN INDUSTRIAL-ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
- Jacob Taylor Carter
- Nicole Devlin
- Hannah Gailynn Dykes
- Luis Cesar Hernandez
- Canizalez
- Jacqueline Claire Saker

### GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
- Judy Bowman
- Hannah Gailynn Dykes
- Ronald Nicholas Erskine
- Christopher Mokas
- David Orewiler
- Jacqueline Claire Saker
- Victoria Short

## COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

### BACHELOR OF ARTS
- Trevor Leland Abraham
- Teresa Marisol Aldana
- Lauren Elyse Ammerman
- Arin Michael Anderson
- Zachary Stephen Anderson
- Jessica Katherine Archer
- Frank Evan Lynn Baird
- Ronald Baker
- Mason James Baker
- Maura Marie Baker
- Megan Elaine Banks
- Jordan Bardgett
- Joshua Ryan Barnes
- Emma Grace Barney
- Abileen Ann Beiting
- Carolyn Marie Bertsch
- Brett Curtis Bihl
- Hayley Blank
- Brooke Taylor Bowling
- Gillian Bryannah Bowman
- Zachary Alexander Branam
- Erin Catherine Bray Nelson
- Logan Matthew Bray
- Dustin Brown
- Krista Bungenstock
- Megan Rae Burkhardt
- Jonathan Ray Burllew
- Alexis Nichole Burrell

### MASTER OF ARTS
#### IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
- Krystal J. Daniels
- Ronald Nicholas Erskine
- Sydney Michelle Gebka
- Joshua Scott Hamilton
- Angela Nicole Livesay
- Christopher Mokas
- Victoria Short
- Grace-Marie Thompson
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- Samantha Rose Noland
- Kevin Conor Tucker

### MASTER OF ARTS
#### IN INTEGRATIVE STUDIES
- Krystle Ann Beatty
- Jacquelyn G. Haas
- Rebecca Shae Lyttle
- Christina Ann Zalla

### MASTER OF ARTS
#### IN PUBLIC HISTORY
- Reilly Swanson Earhart
- Chase Hauke
- Madison Ann Light

### MASTER OF SCIENCE
#### IN INDUSTRIAL-ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
- Jacob Taylor Carter
- Nicole Devlin
- Hannah Gailynn Dykes
- Luis Cesar Hernandez
- Canizalez
- Jacqueline Claire Saker

### GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
- Judy Bowman
- Hannah Gailynn Dykes
- Ronald Nicholas Erskine
- Christopher Mokas
- David Orewiler
- Jacqueline Claire Saker
- Victoria Short

### COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES Honors symbols legend on page 27.
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BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Hannah Danielle Mantel

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Cassidy Taylor Akers
Musallam Aldossary
Abdulaziz Saleh S. Algahtani
Hamad Mutaq Alhajri
Saleem Mohammed
Al-eneitam
Abdulrahman Nasir Alkhalidi
Omer Mazyad Alkhalidi
Abdulla Saeed Al-Mari
Rakan Saeed Alomari
Mubarak Salem Al-Safra
Mohamad Mousa M. Alyahya
Hezam Hussain Alzabin II
Allison Hope Anderson
Taylor Rose Anglin
Danielle Nicole Augustine
Ayusha Bagale
Dalton Steven Bailey
Grant N. Beagle
Elizabeth Michelle Bishop
Aaliyah Renee Boldz
Callie Nicole Bolling
Christa Brook Bryant
Samantha Danielle Caperton
Tanka Chamlangai
Isaiah Monroe Chapman
Cody Ryan Chism
Carl L. Columber
Travis Glenn Conover
Joshua Adam Cook
Hannah Ruth Creech
Kimberley Ann Curry
Jordan Daugherty
Randall Dennis
Yazan Mazen Dineh
Catherine Lynn Drake
Courtney Conrad Dunlap
Chelsie Jean Edwards
Tiffany Marie Falch
Isaac Joseph Finder
Grant Leo Hale
Philip Tyler Forrest
Sarah A. Fortner
Joshua Caleb Timothy Foutch
Daniel A. Franklin
Samantha H. Giovenetti
Mckayla Ruth Hamack
Caitlin Marie Hammons
Carley Jordan Hall
Hayes Paul Hiltonbeitel
Brenton Robert Jansen
Karl Kellinghaus
Kevin Anthony Korth
Kaylee Jordan Kuenen
Rachel Hope Lerch
Prodiges Mbambu
Lauren Danielle Miller
Jayasree Mullaguru
Tjaden Michael Nyman
Queen Onohisiam
Omabgiste
Hailey Alexis Palladian
Sean Robert Raynett
Bryson Taylor Richardson
Zachary Thomas Rogers
Brooke I. Rosen
Austen James Saffell
Troy P. Saunders
Madison Marie Sayatovic
Jesse Schoonover
Anna Sheaf
Kaylee Nicole Simmons
Mallory Renee Singleton
Ciara Mae Sturm
Gillian Mavee Teepe
Jean Marc G. Tingibo
Donald Anthony Williams-Stankewicz
Dakotah Rae Zimmer

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS

Ernesto David Arias
Hayley Sophia Curtis
Ben Howard Eicher
Christopher D. Jett
Gabrielle Nikole Lang
Jordan Quinn
Edward Charles Slocum, Jr.
Annaelpa Claire Tuck
Makayla Janai Wilson

UNDERGRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Hamad Mutaq Alhajri
Abdulla Saeed Al-Mari
Zayad Bader Alotaihi, Sr.
Mubarak Salem Al-Safra
Mohamad Mousa M. Alyahya
UNIVERSITY HONORS SCHOLARS
University Honors Scholars complete 21 credit hours of interdisciplinary seminars including an independent capstone project under the guidance of a faculty mentor. Jordan Bardgett Cameron Nielsen Lane Trevor

ALPHA KAPPA DELTA
International Honor Society in Sociology Taylor Rose Anglin

BETA BETA BETA
National Biological Honor Society Sarah Fortner

DELTA CHI XI – ETA CHAPTER
Honorary Dance Fraternity, Inc. Hannah Duvall Carli Robinette

LAMBDA ALPHA GAMMA
National Anthropology Honor Society Denisha Burton Caitlyn Hopper

PHI SIGMA TAU
International Honor Society in Philosophy Catherine Chandler Russ Gifford Bensley Luke Ariana Tulay

STEM AMBASSADOR
Hannah Creech

STEM PEER MENTOR
Kali VanHoose

Psi Chi
International Honor Society in Psychology Callie Bolling Christa Bryant Haley Cline Catherine Drake Courtney Dulaney Christina Knight Allison Snider Amanda Wiley
HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS GRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY
Connor Thomas Borchers
Derek Cummins
Christopher Michael Eagan
Brian Joseph Fiedler
Kennedy Carson Fry
Pashia Leigh Halpin
Mckayla Robin Heister
Jacob Herrelle
Hailey Nicole Hickman
Michele Darlene Hogan
Aaron Lee Judd
Abigail Knight
Brittany Mack
Andrew Michael Niehaus
Elizabeth Joy Alice Otte
Cecil Carter Owens
Uche Petrina Peter-Enyi
Muhammad Salman
Allison Marie Steffen
Tyler Chance Thompson
Zachary Patterson Watson
Danae Whitney Yeggy

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Elisha Nicholas Adams
Matthew Adkins
Imran Ahmed
Kwasi Adom Ameyaw
Adam Maurice Anderson
Timothy Anderson
Ashley Nicole Aspinwall
Nerleen L. Augustin
Alicia M. Baker
Bianna Gene Baker
Emily Stewart Baker
Brandon Ballhaus
Kaitlyn K. Bandy
David Banta
Julie Anne Bartleson
Nihan Bilban
Candace Black-Isham
Benjamin Glazebrook
Bradshaw
Lauren Marie Brausch
Robert G. Brice III
Jason L. Brock
Megan Brooks
Thomas Brown

Tyler Brookes Bules
Samantha Lucretia-Deret Buckberry
Kellie M. Burke
Kelly Marie Burnett
Anthony J. Cacciolli
Hunter Lee Campbell
Christina Marie Cardenas
Brent Carney
Christine Marie Carr
Kristin Hofstetter Carson
Morgan Cheung
Harvey David Clay, Jr.
Lucas Tillman Clay
David Neil Claytor
Peggy Nicole Cook
Jane Cooper
Kirsten Margaret Cripe
Kayla Johnetta Cross
Olivia Cross
Melanie Crossfield
Turner Davidson
Alicia Gallina Devore
Jordan Mackenzie Dillon
Mary Ellen Dodson
Emily Erin Early
Andrew Joseph Edginton
Mohammad Elayan
Sharon Nicole Ellis
Melissa Kay Fahey
Brian David Farno
Elizabeth Faucher Adams
Brett Ryan Faulkner
Steven James Faulkner
Paul A. Fisher
Julie Marie Flohr
Jacob Stanley Gatewood
Ashlee Gaunce
Brandon Michael Gilles
Robert Lee Grabowski
Lisa Marie Hackett
Ann Well Harris
Marilynn C. Henry
Erica Danielle Hilderbrand
Evan Paul Hinzman
Alex Michael Hogan
Brittany Maria Hudson
Jennifer Iacofano
Jordan Incerpi
Dustin Ingram
Ashley Nicole Jackson
Ashley Marie Johnston
Ian Christopher Jones
John Edward Jones II
Charles Martin Justice
Ontario Allison Kabobel
Shreenu Karmacharya
Kyle Robert Killebrew
Alise Kombrinck
Matthew Jordan Lauschin
Casey Lawhorn
Nathaniel Edward Maddux
Aleshea Elizabeth Martin
Jordan Charles Mattingly
Seth Michael Mayfield
Shun Lamarr Mays
Daniel Franklin McDowell
Robert Bradley McElhaney
Katelyn Mcglone
Carolyn Faye Meade
Molly Elizabeth Meiners
Danessa Mychelle Melvin
David Menifee
Amber Perla Mercedes Martinez
Christopher Daniel Meyers
Jason Michael Miley
Jamie Elizabeth Milline-Brunson
Macaulay Minton
Misty Mitchell
Gary A. Moore
Thomas Allen Mueller
Heidi Christina Murley
Katie Brook Myles
Juan Pablo Orozco Cuevas
Tyler Elliot Pagenstecher
Ritu Harshkumar Patel
Austin Patterson
Borrana Jerome Pea
Darien Perrin
Jordan David Phelps
Brent L. Portal
Megan Marie Powers
Jeffrey Pugh
Loretta Diane Race
Patricia Rago
Christina Marie Rauf
Mo Riggins
Micah Rondot
Matthew Connor Rose
Kevin Anthony Rudemiller

Tyraan Sales
Haley Renee Schnell
Kara Elizabeth Schnell
Billy Scroggins
Adam Philip Shaffer
Cory Scott Shelton
Shannon Short
Barbara Montgomery Smith
Bradley William Smith
Pamela L. Snapp
Andrew Soper
Sharon Steele
Adam Stephenson
Zac Strobl
Samuel Suttles
Donna L. Teague
Jordan Nikole Thomas
Ashley Lynn Thompson
Benjamin Isaac True
Mark Kenneth Vangsness
Ilhana Vila
Travis M. Walker
William Anthony Walker
Marquisse Janelle Watson
Bethany Sara Wilkin
Kennedy Williams
Courtney Marie Willis
Benjamin S. Wilson
Cody Wolfrum
John Tyler Wood
Kayla N. Wuest
Kevin Michael Young

Honors symbols legend on page 27.
HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Thamer Mana Alyami
Lilly Appelfeller
Benjamin Joseph Baarlaer
Marilyn Ann Ball
† Ethan Wayne Battson
Alyssa Danielle Bayless
†† Madison Berry
Joseph Raymond Bischoff
Mohamed Mahmoud Boukhreiss
Kayla Nicole Boudin
Zakary Austin Bowen
Payton Olivia Brandenburg
† Jacqueline Michele Bricking
Madeline Frances Buring
Kathryn Cahill
Vernon D. Callaway
Janece LaChe Carr
Kevin A. Carr
Clint Artur Chaffee
†† Thomas Xavier Chalk
Charles William Chapman III
††† Emmanuel Manager Chikwati
† Jeremy Robert Cicolino
† Jonathan Andrew Clark
Philip Cline
†† Jack Comer
† Lauren Conley
Michael Dean Constantino
Megan Rachelle Cooper
Joseph Allen Cummins
Adam Patrick Decker
Logan Christopher Dunn
Joshua James Ellery
Brittany Lynn Fanning
Dillon Michael Feltner
† Gabriel Ferguson
†† Adriana Fernandez
Evon Robert Fickenscher
††† Kristen Marie Fitzgerald
Jacob Matthew Flannery
Garrett Robert Fleckenstein
† Samuel Richard Fleissner
†† Matthew James Frisch
Madison Leigh Frye
Madison Renee Fulton
Nicholas Vincent Gamble III
Samantha Rachelle Gardner
Courtney Elizabeth Geers
Sarah Griffin
Gary T. Hamilton
Rick Haucke
Cameron Wayne Hauss
Christopher Allan Hess
Ashley M. Hicks
Tanner Ross Householder
Thomas Cody Howard
Lydia Emily Human
Christina Hyde
Katelin Sue Ison
†† Andrew Charles Iverson
Kyle Jefferson
Brady Glen Jones
Cole Patrick Karlage
† Kiley Makenzie Keehan
Anthony Jacob Kent
Samantha Marie Kerr
Taylor Kidd
Tristen Hunter Knox
Maxwell Lucas Kopser
Maria Claire Kordes
Chloe Kouns
James Patrick Lindsey
† Bravin K. Lykins
Melissa Amanda Maag
Taylor McDowell
† Garrett Desha McElroy
Zachary C. Meyer
Lexee Miles
Tayzhin Demon Miles
Amber Mitchell
† Joshua Alan Moore
William Charles Moore
William Kiser Moore
Jacob Michael Morris
† Mason Lovell Neises
Marieme Niang
Megan Marie Ortwein
Samuel Lloyd Owens
Ryan Padgett
Jonathan Maxwell Parker
† Heliben Patel
Joshua Sullivan Penrod
†† Austin Scott Perkins
Zachary Ryan Pocsatko
†† Madeline Adele Poehlmann
Cameron Joseph Principata
††† Lydia Claire Ramsey
Rebecca Lynn Roa
† Brittany Jade Roberts
† Kevin Paul Rockwood
Travis Wayne Ryan
†† Jenna Elizabeth Sammons
† Jaylin Karimrie Sampson
Kayla Schack
††† Lindsey K. Schilling
Wendy Isabel Sedler
† Daniel Edward Selbert
†† Jacob William Davis Shepherd
Chadd Patrick Shields
Marias CaryAnn Shular
Zachary Joseph Siren
Jerrhonda Stallworth
Hunter Charles Stephens
† Matthew Stern
Gabriel Anthony Stoll
Casey David Stout
Michael Devon Stowers
† Elizabeth Anniekaye Studer
Pamela Ann Studer
Logan Suman
†† Mark Anthony Terrell
Julie Thacker
† Paw Loweh Thaw
John Michael Thomas
Olivia Grace Tucker
† Andrew Turner
†† Christian Jordan Varney
Katherine Walezak
Kevin Walker, Jr
Chad Joseph Wehage
Julia Claire Wermeling
Alan Gene West
†† Zachary David Williams
Craig Anthony Williamson
Lucas Michael Wise
Clayton Wolfe
Taylor Michelle Wood
†† Scott Sinclair Wright, Jr.
Kylie-Ann Nichol Zents

HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONOR SOCIETIES

UNIVERSITY HONORS SCHOLARS
University Honors Scholars complete 21 credit hours of interdisciplinary seminars including an independent capstone project under the guidance of a faculty mentor.
Lydia Human

BETA GAMMA SIGMA
International Business Honor Society for students enrolled in business schools accredited by AACSB.
Madison Berry
Jack Comer
Thomas A. Mueller
Jacob William Davis Shepherd
Tyler Thompson
Christian Varney
Scott Sinclair Wright, Jr.
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CLOSING REMARKS  
Matt Cecil

RECESIONAL
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS

Kayly Isaac is from Pikeville, Kentucky and is graduating magna cum laude with her Bachelor of Science in Nursing from NKU’s 16-month accelerated program for postbaccalaureate individuals. Before starting the ABSN Program, Isaac graduated from Morehead State University in May 2020 with a Bachelor of Science in Biology as a George M. Lackey Honor’s Program student before beginning her preparation to practice as a registered nurse through NKU.

During her time at NKU, Isaac stayed active in her program by serving as her cohort’s representative in multiple committees including the BSN Program Committee, Program Evaluation Committee and Student Advisory Committee. In these committees, Isaac was able to advocate for student needs, provide student perspectives and recommendations, and convey pertinent information on behalf of her cohort. She was selected as the recipient of the Janice Mabry Cantrell Scholarship due to her strong personal values and nursing philosophy. After graduation, Isaac will begin her nursing career in the Cardiovascular Intensive Care Unit at University of Kentucky Medical Center where she hopes to continue furthering her knowledge about the care of high acuity patients and work towards her dream of returning to NKU for the Nurse Anesthesia Program.

Kayly Isaac

2021 FRANK SINTON MILBURN OUTSTANDING PROFESSOR

KIMBERLY CLAYTON-CODE
Professor of Education

Kimberly Clayton-Code, Ph.D. is a Professor of Education and director of the Institute for Talent Development and Gifted Studies. She received the 2021 Frank Sinton Milburn Outstanding Professor Award for excellence in teaching, scholarship and service and was recognized for excellence in teaching from the Greater Cincinnati Consortium of Colleges and Universities. In addition, she was selected for the Faculty Excellence in Sustained Outreach and Public Engagement (2010) and the Faculty Excellence in Teaching (2007) awards from Northern Kentucky University as well as the Service and Advocacy Award from the Kentucky Association for Gifted Education (2018).

Since 2010, she has collaborated with Young Women LEAD, an impact organization that works to encourage teen girls to be bold and confident leaders. More than 34,000 girls nationwide have been positively impacted through Young Women LEAD conferences, clubs and curriculum.

Perhaps best known for her work with the NKU Institute for Talent Development and Gifted Studies, Dr. Clayton-Code has served as Director and Co-Founder of this comprehensive and valued community-focused organization. Over the years, she has developed and implemented activities for educators, high potential youth, their parents and community members—activities that connected thousands of potential students to NKU.

Dr. Clayton-Code received her Ph.D. in curriculum and instruction at the University of Louisville, her master’s degree from Northern Kentucky University and bachelor’s degree from Purdue University.

Kimberly Clayton-Code

STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

KAYLY ALISON ISAAC ’21
College of Health and Human Services

Dr. Clayton-Code received her Ph.D. in curriculum and instruction at the University of Louisville, her master’s degree from Northern Kentucky University and bachelor’s degree from Purdue University.
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES DOCTORAL CANDIDATE DEGREES

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

IJEOMA ANUKWU
Assessing Nurses’ Knowledge and Attitude Toward Opioids
Ruth Cangialosi, DNP; Caitlin McGuire MSN

EMILY NICOLE BELL
Virtual Nurse Mentorship Model: Supporting Scholarly Development
Karen M. O’Connell, Ph.D.; Heather C. King, CAPT, NC, USN, Ph.D.

BENJAMIN WILSON BOADU
Using I-PASS Handoff Communication tool to Improve Nursing Staff Satisfaction across Inpatient Psychiatric Units
Lynne Zajac, Ph.D.; Adrienne Martin, Ph.D.

JANISSE N. CABRERA RODRIGUEZ
Integration of a Fall Prevention Program in the Elderly
Matthew S. Howard, DNP; Jose L. Ruiz Rivera, MD

LOGAN A. CARBONE
Introduction of Ultrasound Peripheral Intravenous Catheter Placement to Decrease Veteran Anxiety
Jitana P. Benton-Lee, DNP; Kathleen Gillard, MSN

SARAH MCDANIEL COX
Evaluating Providers’ Perceptions on Postpartum Care for Women with Substance Use Disorder Who Are Receiving Medication Assisted Treatment
Matthew S. Howard, DNP; Patricia Ann Kline, DNP

ARLETTA A. DE VRIES
Reducing Hypertension Through Journaling in Middle-Aged Adults
Matthew S. Howard, DNP; Lidia Hernández, DNP

MAY ABDELHAK GHANIM-MOUSTAF A
How Effectively Does Assigning a Turning Team Reduce Hospital Acquired Pressure Injuries in a 30-bed Med-surg Unit Compared with not using a Turning Team?
Michelle Anthony, Ph.D.; Amanda Martin, DNP

APRIL LYNN JENNINGS HAMILTON
Implementation of a Patient-Centered Dementia Education Program for Older Adults
Lisa English Long, Ph.D.; Russ Judd, PharmD

MASHAWNA RAE HAMILTON
Implementation of an Empathic Inquiry Technique in Appalachian Adults with Diabetes
Lisa English Long, Ph.D.; Molly Johnson, DNP

ANNE ELIZABETH HICKMAN
Implementation of a Delirium Prevention Protocol
Karen Vietz, Ph.D.; Tamra Langley, DNP

KRISTI CHEREE’ HUGHES
Nurse Practitioner-led Oral Health Education Program for Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus
Karen Vietz, Ph.D.; Lola Prince, Ph.D.

HEATHER MATHESON HUNT
From Novice to Expert: A Training Program to Improve Nurse Preceptor Skills
Matthew S. Howard, DNP; Amy A. Stahley, Ph.D.

DANIELLE NICOLE JOHNSTON
Decreasing Surgical Site Infections Using Interdry with the Teach-back Method
Jitana P. Benton-Lee, DNP; Joann Mattingly, DNP

AMANDA CHRISTINE LITTLE
Are Electronic Glucose Monitors Effective in Increasing Diabetic Compliance?
Angela M. Henderson, Ph.D.; Carie L. Johnson, MSN

ZAMALLE BAGAM MALIMAR
The Development, Implementation, and Evaluation of a Dual-Diagnosis Workbook
Michelle Anthony, Ph.D.; Angela Wallenbrock, MD

MARINA NICOLE MARTIN
Establishing a Culture to Sustain Use of Mobility Equipment
Lisa English Long, Ph.D.; Debbie Hettesheimer, MSN

JO ANN MC DORMAN
Will Education about Prophylactic Measures Decrease Incidence of Recurring Urinary Tract Infections in Postmenopausal Women Age Sixty-five and Older
Karen Vietz, Ph.D.; Ann-Marie Pohl, DNP

SHEILA NDI MUKIAWA-SPANGLER
Evaluation of the Impact of a Residency Program on the Perceived Confidence of Novice Nurse Practitioners
Michelle Anthony, Ph.D.; Stanley T. Tibong, DNP
JACQUELINE BASUUTA MULONDO
Implementation of an Educational Intervention to Increase Delirium Recognition
Matthew S. Howard, DNP; Marybeth Baribeau, Ed.D.

EMMANUEL NGULEFAC NKENGHE
The Application of Motivational Theory to Enhance Female Breast Cancer Screening Compliance and Prevention in a Military Treatment Facility
Angela M. Henderson, Ph.D.; Major Catherine Gill, MD

PHILIP OFORI-YENTUMI
Staff Satisfaction and Retention in a Healthcare Setting
Lisa English Long, Ph.D.; Katrina Booth, MD

MELISSA PAHOLKE
Medication Reconciliation Improvement Project
Jitana Benton-Lee, DNP; Cynthia Lopez Rivas, DNP

LESLEY MICHELLE PHILLIPS
Implementing a Resilience and Mental Health Continuing Education Program for Emergency Medical Services Personnel: A quality Improvement Project
Michelle Anthony, Ph.D.; Justin Wright, MD

STEPHANIE T. PRIEST
Angela M. Henderson, Ph.D.; Jacob Higgins, Ph.D.

ANDREW JOSEPH PUCKETT
Communication is Key: Readiness for Electronic Medical Record Enhancements
Karen Vietz, Ph.D; Carly Kessinger, DNP

YOLANDA CARLESE SANKEY-WALTON
Colonoscopy Prep Tolerability: Plan of Action to Improve Compliance
Michelle Anthony, Ph.D.; John Holden, MD

EMILY MARIE SCHMALTZ
Education of Family Caregivers for People with Dementia
Jitana P. Benton-Lee, DNP; Thom Bunnell, D.O.

KATHLEEN ANN SIMON
Improving Diagnosis and Treatment of Obesity in Adults
Denise L. Robinson, Ph.D.; Theresa Fullenkamp, DNP

ANGELA MARIE HONG SMITH
Incidence of Sedation Related Complications with Propofol in Colonoscopy Procedures in Advanced Practice Provider Lead Endoscopy Units
Karen M. O’Connell, Ph.D.; Katherine Rogers, DNP

ANTOINETTE MAGLIONE-SOLANS
Graduate Nurse Confidence Levels in End of Life Care
Lynne Zajac, Ph.D.; Jeanne Wiesbrock, DNP

DASHANDA RENEE STANTON
Impact of an Online CLABSI Educational Intervention to Improve Knowledge and Competency with Central Line Dressing Changes Among ICU Nurses
Judi Godsey, Ph.D.; Connie Cooper, Ed.D.

KAYLI SWANK
Telemedicine Quality Improvement Project for Urgent Care
Lynne Zajac, Ph.D.; Charles Milligan, D.O.

FARRAH NICHOLE TAYLOR
Video-Led Education for Patients with Asthma
Lisa English Long, Ph.D.; Erin Wilson, APRN

REBECCA SUZANNE TERRY
Improving Community Partnerships with the Local Health Department
Denise L. Robinson, Ph.D.; Gloria Brandenburg, Ph.D.

JENNIFER TYLER
Implementing Standard Processes to Improve Patient Flow and Decrease Cycle Time in Primary Care
Jitana P. Benton-Lee, DNP; Maryse Amin, Ph.D.

CHRISTY KAY VICKERS
Exploring the Impact of an Online Immunization Provider Training Module to Address Parental Vaccine Hesitancy
Karen M. O’Connell, Ph.D.; Rebecca Brady, MD

SARAH NICHOLE WANDSTRAT
The Effect of a Nurse Residency Program on the Critical Thinking of New Graduate Registered Nurses
Karen Vietz, Ph.D.; Elizabeth Hager, DNP

TASHANA LATRICE RENEE WILLIAMS
Relaxation Methods to Reduce Occupational Stress
Lynne Zajac, Ph.D.; Julie Meiman, PHR

JENNIFER DALE MORRISON WOODS
Identifying Effective Interventions for Chronic Pain Management in a Primary Care Setting.
Angela M. Henderson, Ph.D.; Dennis A. Ulrich, MD
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES GRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

MASTER OF ARTS
IN SCHOOL COUNSELING
Bridget Renee Browning
Sean Patrick Grever
Dayne Alyson Merkley
Destiny Rosenberg

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN EXERCISE SCIENCE
Rebecca Gayle Adkins
Patricia Amponsah Ayegyemang
Olukemi Aina
Arminda Allen
Samuel B. Amponsah
Tamara Lynn Andrews
Antony Varghese Antony
Kathleen Patricia Askren
Shannon Christine Atherton
Amanda Elizabeth Atkinson
Samantha Rae Atkinson
Tamara Awofeso
Victoria Annie Backscheidner
Ashley Maureen Baker
Kyle Bailey
Jamie Leigh Baldock
Madison Noel Bales
Natalie Banks
Krista Marine Barber
James Barczewski
 Rochelle Malika Baron
Shelbi Rene Basham
Bailey Robertson Bassi
Allison Marie Bauer
Jayme Rose Bauer
Ryan Bernas
Katie Edmondson Bernero
Christopher Brandon Bias
Pamela Hamilton Bihl
Natalie Birt-Coy
Claire Bisengimana
Mackenzie Taylor Bishop
Christina J. Bitzer
Donald Edward Blackburn
Melissa Sue Blakey
Leann Katherine Blanchet
Amanda Kristen Blume
Taylor Rae Boehmer
Makayla Branae Bogard
Haley Celeste Boling
Catherine Elizabeth Bowlds
Diandra Nicole Bowling
Maya Boyd
Nicole Lynn Bradley
Brandy Sullivan Brantham
Laura Breeden
Brian Brenner
Jarrod Scott Brewer
Lindsay Renee Brian
Hanna Brown
Valerie Faith Buckingham
Janel Buechler
Morgan Alexis Bunch
Taylor Anne Bunnell
Carrie Ann Burcham
Tess Marie Cagennello
Ashley Brooke Campbell
Jane C. Campbell
Lyndsay Jordan Cantrell
Mary Elizabeth Carman
Justin Taylor Carsley
Christa Nicole Carson
Nicholas Anthony Catapano
Courtney Chase
Jimmy L. Chenowith
Alice Choi
Marty Clark
Cheryl Kathleen Cleveland
Kathleen Marie Clevenger
Sydney Michelle Elise Clinkenbeard
Suzanne Coffey
Ollie Louise Combs
Catherine Ann Condon
Clayton Kelly Condon
Michelle Cottingham
Shena Cramer
Natalie Renee Crawford
Jamee Leigh Crick
Faith Anne Crosby
Ovidiu Gabriel Cruceru
Darlene Cunningham-Jones
Heidi N. Damron
Kwando Darko-Yeboah
Matthew T. Davey
Hannah Marie Davis
Kristin Ann Davis
Marlowe Michelle Davis
Megan Ashley Davis-Reed
Elizabeth Marchal Decker
Michelle Diederich
Derrick Matthew Dillow
Stratton Adam Dowland
Christina Drake
Traniece M. Duncan
Ainsley Dungan
Lisa Jane Dunhouse
Amanda Dunn
Jerrica Bea Duty
Julie Therese Dydo
Lauren Elaine Eggers
Kaci Nicole Eldor
Whitley Scott Emge
Rachel Denise Ertel
Hannah Essex
Christina Elizabeth Etters
Andrea M. Eubank
Ashley Nicole Evans
Chelsea Evans
Erin A. Evans
Jill Marie Evers-Bunner
Michelle Lynn Ferguson
Lacy Marie Ferris
Ashley Michelle Fields
Christopher M. Figliano
Sarah Lee Floyd
Katie Lauren Fogle
Courtney Lorain Fontaine
Allison Marie Forbes
Emily Brooke Ford

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CLINICAL MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING
Valeria Alindres
Rebecca Carelock
Caitlyn Cavanaugh
Alexandra Lea Daniels
Samantha Suzanne Grothaus
Taylor Nicole Kinman
Stephanie Michelle Knipper
Taylor Morgan Mabbert
Joshua Lee Mains
Analisa Gabrielle Pretelini
Jessica Lyn Raines
Christa M. Redden
Sarah Dawn Roaden
Mariah Brooke Von Luehrte

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN HEALTH SCIENCE
Laura Boone-Laurece
Deneal Allee Dannelly
Markessa May Hall
Rianna Symone Jackson
Diamond Michelle McIntosh
Erin Lynn Mollman
Rosamaria Montana
Mary Margaret Quesinberry
Angelica Schehr
Sherita Renee Vernon
Jessica Brooke Wright

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN NURSING
Eric McGaw Adams
Ashleigh Adkins
Marianne Ruth Adkins
Rebecca Gayle Adkins
Patricia Amponsah Ayegyemang
Olukemi Aina
Arminda Allen
Samuel B. Amponsah
Tamara Lynn Andrews
Antony Varghese Antony
Kathleen Patricia Askren
Shannon Christine Atherton
Amanda Elizabeth Atkinson
Samantha Rae Atkinson
Tamara Awofeso
Victoria Annie Backscheidner
Ashley Maureen Baker
Kyle Bailey
Jamie Leigh Baldock
Madison Noel Bales
Natalie Banks
Krista Marine Barber
James Barczewski
 Rochelle Malika Baron
Shelbi Rene Basham
Bailey Robertson Bassi
Allison Marie Bauer
Jayme Rose Bauer
Ryan Bernas
Katie Edmondson Bernero
Christopher Brandon Bias
Pamela Hamilton Bihl
Natalie Birt-Coy
Claire Bisengimana
Mackenzie Taylor Bishop
Christina J. Bitzer
Donald Edward Blackburn
Melissa Sue Blakey
Leann Katherine Blanchet
Amanda Kristen Blume
Taylor Rae Boehmer
Makayla Branae Bogard
Haley Celeste Boling
Catherine Elizabeth Bowlds
Diandra Nicole Bowling
Maya Boyd
Nicole Lynn Bradley
Brandy Sullivan Brantham
Laura Breeden
Brian Brenner
Jarrod Scott Brewer
Lindsay Renee Brian
Hanna Brown
Valerie Faith Buckingham
Janel Buechler
Morgan Alexis Bunch
Taylor Anne Bunnell
Carrie Ann Burcham
Tess Marie Cagennello
Ashley Brooke Campbell
Jane C. Campbell
Lyndsay Jordan Cantrell
Mary Elizabeth Carman
Justin Taylor Carsley
Christa Nicole Carson
Nicholas Anthony Catapano
Courtney Chase
Jimmy L. Chenowith
Alice Choi
Marty Clark
Cheryl Kathleen Cleveland
Kathleen Marie Clevenger
Sydney Michelle Elise Clinkenbeard
Suzanne Coffey
Ollie Louise Combs
Catherine Ann Condon
Clayton Kelly Condon
Michelle Cottingham
Shena Cramer
Natalie Renee Crawford
Jamee Leigh Crick
Faith Anne Crosby
Ovidiu Gabriel Cruceru
Darlene Cunningham-Jones
Heidi N. Damron
Kwando Darko-Yeboah
Matthew T. Davey
Hannah Marie Davis
Kristin Ann Davis
Marlowe Michelle Davis
Megan Ashley Davis-Reed
Elizabeth Marchal Decker
Michelle Diederich
Derrick Matthew Dillow
Stratton Adam Dowland
Christina Drake
Traniece M. Duncan
Ainsley Dungan
Lisa Jane Dunhouse
Amanda Dunn
Jerrica Bea Duty
Julie Therese Dydo
Lauren Elaine Eggers
Kaci Nicole Eldor
Whitley Scott Emge
Rachel Denise Ertel
Hannah Essex
Christina Elizabeth Etters
Andrea M. Eubank
Ashley Nicole Evans
Chelsea Evans
Erin A. Evans
Jill Marie Evers-Bunner
Michelle Lynn Ferguson
Lacy Marie Ferris
Ashley Michelle Fields
Christopher M. Figliano
Sarah Lee Floyd
Katie Lauren Fogle
Courtney Lorain Fontaine
Allison Marie Forbes
Emily Brooke Ford
Melinda Fossitt
Lauren Fox
Molly Elizabeth Fox
Paul David Francis, Jr.
Brandy Franklin
Jordan Kay Frankman
Vickie Bradley Fraser
April Stratton Fraizer
Bailey Renee Fuller
Shayla M. Fulton
Kristyn Marie Funner
Courtney Gamble
Mark Thomas Garan
Brianna Nicole Garcia
Rachel Ann Garcia-Tan
Diane Garland
David Michael Garner
Brittney Morgan Garrigus
Darcey Leigh Getz
Rhonda L. Gibson
Iqbal Singh Gill
Gloria Gillam
Haylee Rachelle Goad
Sandra Gomez
Samantha Goodlett
Cole Goodridge
Aleah Graham
Victoria Grawe
Igor Igorevich Grechukha
Joshua Greene
Shantel Monique Gregg
Cassandra Gribble
Stacey Gripshover
Tyler David Grome
Danielle Nicole Gimsinski
JoElle Boarman Hagan
Jessica Maria Hall
Dustin Heath Hamilton
Christi M. Hammonds
Edwin Thomas Hancock
Deanna Hanna
Michael K. Hanson, Jr.
Tiffani Renee’ Harpole
Jocelyn Harris
Danielle Nicole Hart
Katie Ellen Hart
Tabatha Lynette Hawkins
Amy Leigh Hayden
Gradaphene Hayden
Jennifer Helebrandt
Loran Abigail Herbst
Jamarcus Allen Hessherberger
Emily Alaniz Hinton
Meredith Lynn Hlass
Hannah Elizabeth Hodge
Megan S. Holbrook
Kelsey Marie Holdcraft
Amanda Lynn Holloway
Abigail Faith Hood
Laura Ann Hoppius
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Janice West
Lauren Elizabeth Whitaker
Cassandra Caroline White
Taylor Gabrielle White
Dawn Marie Whitehair
Erin Marie Whitehouse
Tanya Lynn Whitmore
Cherrae D. Whittington
Susan Kay Whittington
Daniel Allen Williams
Emily A. Willis
Amber Kay Willmoth-Miller
Tawny Wilson
Justin Bouchonnet Wise
Julie Wolf
Joshua Wood
Stephanie Michelle Worley
Anna Marie Yockey
Nina Yoder
Anthony Matthew Young
Aziza S. Yun
Erin Kristine Zachary
Stephanie Ann Zanardelli
Brittany Lee Ziegler
Megan Colleen Zirkelbach
Sarah Mckenzi Zogg
Michelle Huffman
Olubunmi Vicki Isijola
Rebecca Beaupre Jackwicz
Lindsey Louann Jacques
Ajit Thomas Kalayil
Nina Pavlina Kandyba
Janny Lynn Kehr
Alicia Jeanne Kielas
Angela Jane Kinstler
Darian Antoinette Kopp
Terri Leigh Kyle
Pamela Jean Larkins
Letisha E. Leach
Natasha Hope Little
Brandi Nicole May
Veronica Denise McCall
Lauren Lee Mente
Micheal Mikus
Winifred Ifeoma Moore
Regina Nelson
Catherine Emiko Neyer
BaoTram Nguyen C.
Bibiana Chinelo Nwora
Albert Kwaku Ofori
Temitayo Ayoola Olotewo
Esther Afua Otu
Folashade Oluwaseun
Oyekunle

Crystal Dawn Payton
Marie Elizabeth Portillo
Maria Alejandra Ragusa
Patricia Ann Rice
Paula Jean Robison
 Lisamarie Frances Ruffolo
Rustam Safarov
Susan Lee Sanders
Tricia Shepherd
Yanci J. Shroyer
Gayatri Singh
April Ann Skaggs
Kimberly Kay Smith
Suzann Sandlin-Smith
Victoria Spretiier
Alexandra Sulik Pedretti
Wamaitha Sullivan
Diana Tomlianovich
Laura Jane Tucco
Ashlee Vainisi Di Muzio
Pollyanna Cimbaljevich Vujovic
Haley Anne Waller
Channae Joy Watkins
Melissa Grace Webster
Christina Rose Wenning
Cynthia Lynn Williams
Janet Anne Woloszynek
Kathleen M. Wolz
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
††† Tiera Michelle Balleau
† Kimberly Barlow
† David Blane Beck
† Paul Daniel Boyce
†† Sandra Burns
††† Teresa Frances Caniglia
† Matthew David John Carr
† Zachary Daniel Catalano
† Sierra Lucile Chambers
†† Angela Lynn Clinkenbeard
† Breanna Elizabeth Dunn
†† Hannah Gabrielle Duvall
† Denise Michelle Elliott
† Thomas Field
† Madison Kaylee Fields
†† Erica Frye
†† Gabriella Catherine Garnett
†† Tina Marie Guntharp
† Tanner Haller
†† Morgan Kathryn Hampton
† Robyn Hampton
† Lauren Grae Hawkes
† Felicia Don Henry
† Briana Horn
† Miah Lynn Johnson
†† Samantha Kindle
†† Whitney Kisner
† Anthony Joseph Lacorte
† Susan Darlene Ledford
† Cameron Price Lonaker
† Erin Nicole Lowe
†† Sherry Mattingly
† Connor McClanahan
†† Maggie Ellen McReynolds
† Alyssa Charie Metz
† Jayden Miller
†† Summer Miranda Moler
†† John Raymond Moore
† Natalie Raye Neason
† Lexie Catherine Neises
† Samantha Brooke Payne
†† Angela Dawn Renken
† Heather Reynolds
† Matthew Daniel Reynolds
† Kyndal Ariel Scott
† Sonya Szemore
† Dakota Marie Stafford
† Cassidy Marie Staggs
† Madalyn Grace Sticklen
† Paige Alexandria Stokes
†† Megan Rae Thornton
†† Hope Ashley Tira
† Grayson Cole Trepel
† Jenna Marie Tucker
† Leeanne Mary Waiz
† Kindra Jenea Wallace
† Sarah Caitlin Watson
† Emily Sue Weitzel
† Madison Morgan Wills

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
† Hawo Haji Abdirahman
† Chloë Morgan Akers
† Angelica Anderson
†† Lawrenda Appiah
†† Taylor Arena
†† Jenna Marie Arlinghaus
† Ani Rose Atoyian
† Brooke Marie Baker
†† John Paul Bargo
† Sara Marie Bassini
†† Dora Bentley
††Emily Beimesch Beutel
†† Jessica Beville
†† Emily Grace Bevins
† Ethan Matthew Binion
†† Natalie Marie Bolin
†† Samantha Annette Bradley
† Ashley Kay Bretz
† Presley Julian Bryant
† Sierra Lauren Bullock
† Lauryn Elizabeth Butler
† Sarah Marie Cady
†† Whitney Cardwell
†† Brittany Nikole Carter
†† Stacey Michelle Cassity
†† Valerie A. Caudill
† Rylee Elizabeth Clark
† April Collins
† Rebecca Elizabeth Cooper
† Madison Caroline Cornett
†† Charlymaen Faith Corpuz
†† Amanda Courtney
† Zadah Ryan Coy
† Elizabeth Ann Crace
† Gabrielle Curtis
† Kelley Michelle Curtis
† Breann Kay Dalzell
†† Cassidy Paige Daniel
†† Rose Marie Davis
†† Trevor Bishop Davis
†† Miriam Eve Dawson
†† Skylar Rose Deaton
†† LeAnna Delaney
†† Rebecca L. Derreberry
† Alyssa Rae Douglas
† Haiyee Bean Dudash
† Carley Marie Dunkman
†† Alexandra Elizabeth Dykes
†† Kelsi Eldridge
† Abigail Kate Engels
† Tessa Irene Farler
† Chasity Ficke
† Krichelle Ford
† Dennis Daniel Forsythe, Jr.
† Takiera Shanea Frazier
† Kimberly Michelle Frey
†† Amanda Fry
†† Constantino Gavilan
†† Erika George
†† Emma Rose Gillespie
†† Meloney Gilley
†† Clarissa Goodlett
†† Jessica Gray
†† Elizabeth A. Griffith
† Tina Louise Gripple
†† Leeann Nichol Guffey
† Tajah Haley
†† Alexis Menkeni Hall
† Kaylah Hall
† Emily Hardin
†† Miranda Harris
†† Andrew Joseph Hauubner
†† Hannah Hegerman
†† Joann Henderson
†† Janice Hill
†† Brittanay Sue Hitron
†† Rachel Ann Hollkamp
†† Jonathan Blake Houchens
†† Amy Kathryn Howell
†† Keri Lynn Howerton
†† Laurie LaRae Hudson
†† Abby Marie Humphries
†† Courtney Morgan Humphries
†† Camelia Hurd
†† Kaylly Alison Isaac
†† Hannah Grace Jarrell
†† Hayley Leanne Johnson
†† Taylor Marlene Johnson
†† Krysta Michelle Junkins
†† Amanda Grace Keeton
†† Elise Anna Kehr
† Ashton Kelly
† Erin Leigh Kennedy
† Tyra Elizabeth Kennedy
† Cornelius Kish
† Charity Rose Koch
† Nicole Marie Kouns
†† Lauren P. Maggad
† Shelby Maggard
† Julia Marie Majchyszak
† Susanna Carmen May
† Kimberly Ann Mayse
† Steven Lee McClanahan
† Macey Elizabeth McCool
† Adriana G. McKinney
†† Lucie Meffert
†† Corrine Joyce Melton
† Christina Marie Michael
† Laura Brooklyn Miles
† Damon John Miller
† Jessica Nicole Miller
† Margaret Louise Moermond
† Hodan Muhammed Mohamed
† Amanda K. Monroeq
†† Krystle Moore
†† Kyle Muska
†† Geoffrey Adam Nelson
†† Kailey Brooke Neltner
† Taylor Moné Noe
†† Cynthia Nwankwo
† Michael Osborne
†† Megan Nicole Patrick
† Edie June Peal
†† Joshua David Pence
† Ashley Nichole Polley
† Katylyn Makzie Purnell
† Kierra Rose Ramsey
†† Kimberly D. Ransdell
†† Lauren Mackenzie Riley
†† Ethan Daniel Rodriguez
† Grace Christine Roe
† Christian James Roszkowski
† Danielle Scheper
† Senora Kara Sarie Schwab
† Megan Rose Seiter
† Kelli Allison Grace Shannon
† Tracey Suzanne Sharp
† Kailyn Breann Shields
† Merideth Shoemaker
† Allie Joanne Simmons
† Hillary Lane Smith
† Danielle Nicole Stephens
† Nicole L. Surina
† Amanda Mae Swinney
† Kara Marie Teipel
† Shannon Eileen Therens-Day
† Britani Trammer Jones
† Sydney Morgan Treadway
† Kymberlyn Shayne Trent
† Ashley Elizabeth Tyler
† Yanelys D. Vera
† Madeline Lee von Korff
† Amber Wagers
† Taylor Marie Watts
† Katherine V. Weber
† Samantha Lynn Wesley
† Erica Lynn Wessel
† Amanda Wiley
† Mackenzie Wilson
† Chasity Michelle Wolford
† Courtney L. Woods
† Elizabeth Marie Wright

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK
††† Lisa Marie Beckett
† Mykaela Nicole Bevins
† Adrienne Booth
†† Paige Elizabeth Bricker
† Jasmine Marie Brown
† Kristen Noelle Chapman
† Kelsi O’Claire Corcoran
† Alexis Nicole Cox
† Ta’Yana De’She Edwards
† Makayla Jami Fittro
† Logan Marcus Fulmer
† Alexi Jean Garrison
† Heidi Jo Haddad
† Fadumo Haji
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COLLEGE OF INFORMATICS GRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION
Daniel Joseph Cieslak
Mitchel Hansen
Aubrey Antonia Francisca McQueen

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS INFORMATICS
Ryan Alexander Bussell
Phiroj Kumar Dash
Shikha Ghodeshwar
James Charles Kiger IV
Abillash Mukundan
Margita Sunjic

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
John Anthony Besse
Logan Ross Brown
Kathleen Beth Edwards

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH INFORMATICS
Deneal Allee Dannelly
Anjana Girivasan Nair

Nathan Bryan Hagedorn
Katlin Elizabeth Lovett
Theodore Hunter Schwarz IV

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
Robert Early
Nathan Bryan Hagedorn
Mitchel Hansen
Anna Elizabeth Lovekin

COLLEGE OF INFORMATICS UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Madeline Elise Berter
Thomas James Birt
Andrew Bosma
Brittany Maria Bowling
Shiann D. Briscoe
Abigail Renee Brunsman
Matthew Shawn Bullock
Javone Byrd
Tareza Chiasson
Morgan Lynn Collins
Sophia Lourice Daniel
Erin Frances Delaney
Jenna Marie Elliott
Stephanie Louise Fattier
Leslianne Elizabeth Harris
Breanna Dawn Heightchew
Brett Hughes
Steven Philip Maurice Jones, Sr.
Sophia Grace Lauer
Nicholas Patrick Lewis
Jeffrey Scott Lyman
Mai-Lin Danielle Maney
Dana Merritt
Jerry Lee Miller III
Carlee Joann Oggy
Adrianna Vivian Porciello
Jade Elizabeth Raleigh
Jakota Hunter Restaino
Tyler Lee Rider
Andrea Marquerite Rinck
Lauryn Nicole Rosengrant
Samuel David Shelton
Kaycee Sloan
Jahleeca Uriah Thompson
Nicholas Michael Tobler
Alyssa Marie Torres
Kyle Shawn Wade
Emma Webster
Breanna Lucille Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
James Quentin Allen
Fatimah Alsaaffar
Connor Everett Annable
Andrew James Bacon
Brad Allen Barker
Anthony Joseph Bosch
James Finley Calean Brinegar
Kaiden Quinn Brittain
Tyler Steven Bryson
Joseph Ray Clark
Fatoumata Coulibaly
Hannah Ruth Creech
Mackenzie Cunningham
Michael Bernard Dames
Jacob Daniel Dick
Philip James Eichelberger
Greysen Noah Fangman
Noah Feinauer
Justin Michael Gallagher
Zebadiah Allen Gentry
Rissa Noelle Gonzalez
Timothy John Haag
Bradley Joseph Hatting
Brack William Herald
Shawn C. Huesman, Jr.
Bryden James
Nicholas Paul Johnson
Dan Jones
Kyle Gerard Jones
Madison Anne Jones
Alexandra Lee Kathman
Momoka Tsujii Kinder
Cory Michael Knoll
James Branham Leavens
Douglas Anthony Lonneman
Connor Thomas Lunsford
Jeffrey Lee Lynne
Sam A. Morris
Cody Alexander Morrison
Patrick Franklin Murrell

Andrew Joseph James Palumbo
Griffin Arch Quarles
Rick David Replogle
Kyle Andrew Riley
James Paul Rudisell
Spencer Taylor Schwartz
Michael Ryan Sexton
Jacob William Davis Shepherd
Wie Lie Sie
Lydia Gayle Springelmeyer
William Gary St. Onge
Christopher Ryan Stout
Austin Sullivan
Kevin Totten
Andrew C. Trenkamp
Andrew Theodore Vaive
Ryan Emery Williams
Meghyn Elizabeth Winslow
Patrick Julian Wuerth
Joseph Thomas Wuestefeld
Jean Thierry Angba Yepie
Samuel John Zimmerman

UNDERGRADUATE CERTIFICATE
Rick David Replogle
Samuel John Zimmerman

COLLEGE OF INFORMATICS HONOR SOCIETIES

LAMBDA PI ETA
National communication honor society of the National Communication Association
Sam Shelton
Kaycee Sloan

STEM AMBASSADOR
Hannah Creech

Honors symbols legend on page 27.
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

A. ELISABETH POTTS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Erika Tonille Frances Freeman

ACHIEVER’S SCHOLARSHIP
Shannon Christine Atherton
Satoshia Meyer
Jessica Lyn Raines

BEYOND THE CLASSROOM STUDY ABROAD SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils

CCSA NKU SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils
Katherine Kelsey Rogers

CHEERLEADING SCHOLARSHIP
Racquelle Couch

COMMONWEALTH EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Alexandra Lea Daniels
Seth Thomas Stone

DEAN’S SCHOLARSHIP
Erika Tonille Frances Freeman
Sean Thomas Molloy

HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP
Michele Darlene Hogan

HONORS TRAVEL SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils

INTERNATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP
Shikha Ghodeshwar
Margita Sunjic

INTERNATIONAL STUDY SCHOLARSHIP
Alexandra Lea Daniels
Maria Dawn Hils
Stephanie Michelle Knipper
Taylor Morgan Mabbett
Katherine Kelsey Rogers
Victoria Short

JAMES C. AND RACHEL M. VOTRUBA ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils

JANE M. DOTSON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Erika Tonille Frances Freeman

NKU EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Erika Tonille Frances Freeman
Joshua Scott Hamilton
Victoria Short

NORTHERN DIFFERENCE
Pashia Leigh Halpin

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils
Katherine Kelsey Rogers

ROGER KLEIN ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Margita Sunjic

STUDY ABROAD DEPARTMENTAL SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils

TRANSFER AWARD
Natalie Nicole Steeppel
Anna Marie Yockey

WOMEN’S TENNIS SCHOLARSHIP
Margita Sunjic

UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

ACHIEVER’S SCHOLARSHIP
Taylor Rose Anglin
Jenna Marie Arlinghaus
Ashli R. Atkinson
Jamie Lynn Bambach
Shannon Christine Atherton
Satoshia Meyer
Jessica Lyn Raines

BEYOND THE CLASSROOM STUDY ABROAD SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils

CCSA NKU SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils
Katherine Kelsey Rogers

CHEERLEADING SCHOLARSHIP
Racquelle Couch

COMMONWEALTH EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Alexandra Lea Daniels
Seth Thomas Stone

DEAN’S SCHOLARSHIP
Erika Tonille Frances Freeman
Sean Thomas Molloy

HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP
Michele Darlene Hogan

HONORS TRAVEL SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils

INTERNATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP
Shikha Ghodeshwar
Margita Sunjic

INTERNATIONAL STUDY SCHOLARSHIP
Alexandra Lea Daniels
Maria Dawn Hils
Stephanie Michelle Knipper
Taylor Morgan Mabbett
Katherine Kelsey Rogers
Victoria Short

JAMES C. AND RACHEL M. VOTRUBA ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils

JANE M. DOTSON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Erika Tonille Frances Freeman

NKU EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Erika Tonille Frances Freeman
Joshua Scott Hamilton
Victoria Short

NORTHERN DIFFERENCE
Pashia Leigh Halpin

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils
Katherine Kelsey Rogers

ROGER KLEIN ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Margita Sunjic

STUDY ABROAD DEPARTMENTAL SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils

TRANSFER AWARD
Natalie Nicole Steeppel
Anna Marie Yockey

WOMEN’S TENNIS SCHOLARSHIP
Margita Sunjic

ACHIEVER’S SCHOLARSHIP
Taylor Rose Anglin
Jenna Marie Arlinghaus
Ashli R. Atkinson
Jamie Lynn Bambach
Shannon Christine Atherton
Satoshia Meyer
Jessica Lyn Raines

BEYOND THE CLASSROOM STUDY ABROAD SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils

CCSA NKU SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils
Katherine Kelsey Rogers

CHEERLEADING SCHOLARSHIP
Racquelle Couch

COMMONWEALTH EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Alexandra Lea Daniels
Seth Thomas Stone

DEAN’S SCHOLARSHIP
Erika Tonille Frances Freeman
Sean Thomas Molloy

HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP
Michele Darlene Hogan

HONORS TRAVEL SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils

INTERNATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP
Shikha Ghodeshwar
Margita Sunjic

INTERNATIONAL STUDY SCHOLARSHIP
Alexandra Lea Daniels
Maria Dawn Hils
Stephanie Michelle Knipper
Taylor Morgan Mabbett
Katherine Kelsey Rogers
Victoria Short

JAMES C. AND RACHEL M. VOTRUBA ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils

JANE M. DOTSON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Erika Tonille Frances Freeman

NKU EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Erika Tonille Frances Freeman
Joshua Scott Hamilton
Victoria Short

NORTHERN DIFFERENCE
Pashia Leigh Halpin

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils
Katherine Kelsey Rogers

ROGER KLEIN ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Margita Sunjic

STUDY ABROAD DEPARTMENTAL SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Dawn Hils

TRANSFER AWARD
Natalie Nicole Steeppel
Anna Marie Yockey

WOMEN’S TENNIS SCHOLARSHIP
Margita Sunjic
Rachael Hope Lerch
SCHOLARSHIP
RIEVESCHL ENDOWED
DR. GEORGE AND ELLEN
Jasmine Danielle Smart
SCHOLARSHIP
HERRMANN PSYCHOLOGY
THE DOROTHY WESTERMAN
HUNTINGTON BANK
SCHOLARSHIP
Rachael Hope Lerch

THE ED AND BETTY FOSTER
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FOR
HISTORY
Mia Nicole Derks

EDUCATIONAL DIVERSITY
SCHOLARSHIP
Makayla Nicole Boyer
Derrinaha Sha'ren Chatman
Adriana Fernandez
Karlee Renee Grissam
Tyra Elizabeth Kennedy
Nicole Ignacio Madrigal
Erin Elizabeth Moran
Natasha Marie Nail
Brittany Jeannette Nelson
Shifa Noor
Jade Elizabeth Raleigh
Lindsey K. Schilling
Kaycee Sloan
Gillian Mavee Teepe
Kennedy Niai Thompson
Annabella Claire Tuck
Mikayla Rae Werner

ELMER AND BLANCHE PIEPER
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Ryan Philip Sexton

ETTA COWAN FAMILY
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Cornelius Kish

EVA G. FARRIS INFORMATICS
SCHOLARSHIP
James Quentin Allen

EVA G. FARRIS BUSINESS
SCHOLARSHIP
Anthony Joseph Bosch
Samuel Richard Fleissner
Maria Claire Kordes
Tayzhan Demon Miles
Heliben Patel
Austin Scott Perkins

FINE ARTS SCHOLARSHIP -
ART
Jamie Lynn Bambach
Jacob D. Zastrow

FINE ARTS SCHOLARSHIP -
MUSIC
Gillian Bryannah Bowman
Madison Leigh Frye
Nicholas James Hach
Hannah Danielle Mantel

INTERNATIONAL STUDY
SCHOLARSHIP
Katlyn Sierra Racke

THE ED AND BETTY FOSTER
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FOR
SOCIAL WORK
Fatuma Haji Eda

FOUNDERS SCHOLARSHIP
Andrew James Bacon
Grace Katherine Beagle
Elin Elizabeth Caudill
Matthew James Frisch
Zebadiah Allen Gentry
Rachael Hope Lerch
William Paul Nedderman
Allyson Rebecca Sue Niece

FRIENDS OF FINE ARTS
SCHOLARSHIP
Jamie Lynn Bambach

GATEWAY 2 NKU AWARD
Amber Arnett
Lisa Marie Beckett
Jasmine Marie Brown
Alexis Nicole Cox
Jenna Marie Elliott
Alexis Jean Garrison
Emma Michelle Hehman
Jessica Ann Jones
Momoka Tsuji Kind
Alexandra Paige Maberry
Stewart Newburger
Natalie Peck
Ryan Philip Sexton
Anna Elise Stark
Joshua Wade
Emily Lynn Wichmann
Catherine Willis

GEORGE A. RENAKER (M.D.)
CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
SCHOLARSHIP
SCHOLARSHIP
SCHOLARSHIP
SCHOLARSHIP

GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Ayusha Bagale

GOVERNOR’S SCHOLARS
James Quentin Allen
Jessica Katherine Archer
Emma Grace Barney
Mykaela Nicole Bevins
Callie Nicole Bolling
Madison Caroline Cornett
Mia Nicole Derks
Shawn C. Huesman, Jr.
Sydney Emma Johnson
Karli Kellinghaus
Carli Nicole Robinette
Sarah Kathleen Sanborn

WILLIAM H. GREAVES
SCHOLARSHIP
Tiffany Marie Falch

HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Claire Kordes
Rebecca Lynn Roa
Jenna Elizabeth Sammons

DAVID AND RUTH B. ILER
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Merideth Shoemaker
Kymberlyn Shayne Trent

INFORMATICS RENAISSANCE
TRAVEL AWARD
Jordan Bardgett

UPWARD BOUND
INSTITUTIONAL SCHOLARSHIP
Kymberlyn Shayne Trent

INTERNATIONAL DIVERSITY
SCHOLARSHIP
Joy Chimdimma Igbeka
Chinonye Esther Izu
Prodiges Mbambu

INTERNATIONAL MERIT
SCHOLARSHIP
Ayusha Bagale
Fatoumata Coulibaly
Joy Chimdimma Igbeka
Chinonye Esther Izu
Prodiges Mbambu
Cynthia Nwankwo

INTERNATIONAL STUDY
SCHOLARSHIP
Jordan Bardgett
Jack Comer
Issa Diawara
Nicholas James Hach
Brandon Kohlman
Lindsay Lee Morgan
Kallyn Sierra Racke
Kaylee Nicole Simmons
Kennedy Niai Thompson
Emmaleigh Taylor Webster

INTERNATIONAL ACHIEVER’S
SCHOLARSHIP
Ayusha Bagale
Fatoumata Coulibaly
Joy Chimdimma Igbeka
Chinonye Esther Izu
Prodiges Mbambu
Cynthia Nwankwo

JUNIOR AND BETTY BACON
MEMORIAL ENDOWED
SCHOLARSHIP IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
Hannah Gabrielle Duvall
MARK R. HERRMANN HISTORY SCHOLARSHIP
Mia Nicole Derks

MEN'S TENNIS SCHOLARSHIP
Anthony Joseph Bosch

MICHAEL FRANCIS ZALLA MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Natasha Marie Nail

MILACRON GEIER SCHOLARSHIP
Tiffany Marie Falch

NKU EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Benjamin Joseph Baarlaer
Ayusha Bagale
Jordan Bardgett
Alyssa Danielle Bayless
Ableen Ann Beiting
Madison Berry
Kathryn Marie Biddle
Anthony Joseph Bosch
Andrew Bosma
Makayla Nicole Boyer
Christa Brook Bryant
Lauryn Elizabeth Butler
Zachary Daniel Catalano
Tarena Chiasson
Joseph Ray Clark
Haley M. Cline
Ashley Kate Collins
Hannah Claire Collopy
Jack Comer
Bailey Marie Cooper
Zadah Ryan Coy
Natalie CJ Desmarais
Jordan Elijah Domaschko
Catherine Lynn Drake
Courtney Conrad Dulaney
Gabriel Ferguson
Adriana Fernandez
Lyndsay Maria Fike
Garrett Robert Fleckenstein
Kaitlyn Alyssa Fooks
Philip Tyler Forrest
Logan Marcus Fulmer
Madison Renee Fulton
Sydney Renee Gregory
Karlee Renee Grissam
Baylee Grout
Leean Nicholas Guffey
Morgan Kathryn Hampton
Devon Mitchell Hanavan
Leslianne Elizabeth Harris
Bradley Joseph Hatting
Brack William Herald
Caitlyn Hopper
Clarissa Hornback
Sienna Housley
Hannah Grace Jarrell
Hayley Leanne Johnson
Presley Julian-Bryant
Erin Leigh Kennedy
Tyra Elizabeth Kennedy
Anthony Jacob Kent
Cassandra Shelby Key
Megan Isabel King
Maria Claire Kordes
Cassie Lee Kremer
James Branhm Leavens
Laura Brooklyn Miles
Erin Elizabeth Moran
Cody Alexander Morrison
Patrick Franklin Murrell
Natasha Marie Nail
Lexie Catherine Neises
Mason Lovell Neises
Cameron Anne Nielsen
Kati Marie Nolan
Hailey Alexis Palladino
Andrew Joseph James Palumbo
Megan Nicole Patrick
Ashlyn Marie Pike
Adrianna Vivian Porciello
Cameron Joseph Principata
Bryson Taylor Richardson
Grace Christine Roe
Anna Grace Rose
Brooke I. Rosen
Alexandra Danielle Roy
Jenna Elizabeth Sammons
Madison Marie Sayatovic
Lindsey K. Schilling
Aubrie Marie Seibert
Mariah CaryAnn Shular
Francesca Simm
Kaylee Nicole Simmons
Molly Michelle Slavey
Jasmine Danielle Smart
William Gary St. Onge
Cassidy Marie Stagg
Byron Roger Stone
Megan Christine Stubbs
Ciara Mae Sturm
Lauren Augusta Terry
Thanh-Mai Ngoc Tran
Annabella Claire Tuck
Jeremy Utz
Alexander Vanchenschoten
Christian Jordan Varney
Jerik John Ward
Caden Paul Warnock
Holly Michelle Watkins
Emmaleigh Taylor Webster
Jacob Thomas Wells
Julia Claire Wermeling
Makayla Rae Werner
Erica Lynn Wessel
Donald Anthony Williams
Taylor Michelle Wood

NORTHERN DIFFERENCE
Sierra Lauren Bullock
Janice LeChe Carr
Haizev Bean Dudas
Gabreale Teona Petty
Alexandria Danielle Roy
Paw Loweh Thaw
Bianca Guadalupe Valencia

JAMES C. AND RACHEL M. VOTRUBA ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Erin Elizabeth Caudill
Zebadiah Allen Gentry

JEFFREY A. HARDIN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Taylor Rose Anglin
Cynthia Nwankwo

JIM BORGMA ART EDUCATION ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Mikayla Rae Werner

JRG SCHOLARSHIP
Bryson Taylor Richardson
Merideth Shoemaker
Holly Michelle Watkins

KCTCS SCHOLARSHIP
Lisa Marie Beckett
Madeline Frances Buring
Alexis Nicole Cox
Erica Frye
Alexis Jean Garrison
Timothy John Haag
Nathan Lee Harrigan
Momoka Tsujii Kinder
Stewart Newburger
Austin Scott Perkins
Ryan Philip Sexton
Emily Lynn Wichmann

KEITH STEWART ENDED SCHOLARSHIP
Molly Michelle Slavey

KYLE GIBSON SCHOLARSHIP
Amber Arnett

LEON BOOTHE STUDY ABROAD SCHOLARSHIP
Jordan Bardgett
Issa Diawara

L.I.F.E. UNDERGRADUATE FELLOWS
Hannah Ruth Creech
Shawn C. Huesman, Jr.

MASON'S CONSTRUCTION SCHOLARSHIP
Mason Lovell Neises

SHAWN C. HUESMAN, JR. SCHOLARSHIP
Hannah Ruth Creech
FELLOWS

L.I.F.E. UNDERGRADUATE

JORDAN BARDGETT

LEON BOOTHE STUDY ABROAD

SHAWN C. HUESMAN, JR.

MASON'S CONSTRUCTION

Hannah Ruth Creech
FELLOWS
CHARLES L. SELIGMAN FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP
Stewart Newburger

SENCORP HONORS SCHOLARSHIP FOR BUSINESS MAJORS
Maria Claire Kordes

SHELDON B. AND FERN H. STORER HONORS SCHOLARSHIP
Sydney Renee Gregory
Jade Elizabeth Raleigh
Jasmine Danielle Smart

SOAR SCHOLARSHIP
Shawn C. Huesman, Jr.
Merideth Shoemaker
William Gary St. Onge

ROBERT LOUIS PERDAN SUMMER OPPORTUNITY SCHOLARSHIP
Ryan Philip Sexton

TIMOTHY J. SCHLOTMAN SCHOLARSHIP
Benjamin Sandlin

TRANSFER AWARD
Isaiah Monroe Chapman
Fatoumata Coulibaly
Kimberly Michelle Frey
Queen Orihomisan Omagbiste
Benjamin Sandlin
Ilse Navil Torrijos
Amanda Wiley
Patrick Julian Wuerth

TRIO ACHIEVER’S SCHOLARSHIP
Megan Elaine Banks
Cornelius Kish
Paw Lowe S. Thaw

TYSON FOODS, INC./GARY W. HENSLEY MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Tyler Steven Bryson

U.S. BANK CYBERSECURITY SCHOLARSHIP
Zebadiah Allen Gentry

W. MICHAEL BAKER STAFF CONGRESS SCHOLARSHIP
Skylar Rose Deaton

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL SCHOLARSHIP
Allyson Rebecca Sue Niece

WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY SCHOLARSHIP
Tyra Elizabeth Kennedy

WOMEN’S SOCCER SCHOLARSHIP
Sarah Marie Cady
Kiley Makenzie Keehan
Tyra Elizabeth Kennedy
Megan Nicole Patrick

WOMEN’S SOFTBALL SCHOLARSHIP
Hayley Sophia Curtis
Caitlin Renee Karo

NKU YOUNG ALUMNI SOCIETY SCHOLARSHIP
Fatuma Haji Eda
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

Commencement exercises today at Northern Kentucky University give special attention to the pageantry of the ceremony. The counterpart of this pageantry is enacted each year on campuses all over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the graduates’ years of study and preparation for increased responsibility.

ACADEMIC ATTIRE

Today, all candidates for degrees and those who hold degrees, including college officials, faculty and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The formal color for most caps and gowns is black. However, holders of different degrees wear distinctive tassels on their caps (called mortarboards). Hoods of various hues drape down the back of the gowns. Recipients of the associate and bachelor degrees at Northern Kentucky University wear black gowns and black and gold tassels; recipients of the master and doctoral degrees wear black gowns and tassels that correspond to the color of their particular discipline; and recipients of the degree of Juris Doctor wear black gowns and purple tassels.

Those wearing academic costumes wear caps in the academic processions and throughout the ceremony.

Members of the University governing body are entitled to wear doctoral gowns. The Regents regalia is a gold gown with three black chevrons and trim and an eight-sided tam with gold tassel. This attire is distinctive of the Board of Regents of Northern Kentucky University.

For all academic purposes, including trimmings of doctor’s gowns, edgings of hoods and tassels of caps, the colors associated with the colleges and degrees at NKU are as follows:

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Master of Arts in English (white)
Master of Arts in Integrative Studies (white)
Master of Arts in Public History (white)
Master of Public Administration (peacock blue)
Master of Science in Industrial-Organizational Psychology (old gold)

HAILE/US BANK COLLEGE OF BUSINESS (DRAB)
Master of Accountancy
Master of Business Administration
Master of Business Leadership and Innovation

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (LIGHT BLUE)
Master of Arts in Education
Master of Arts in Teaching
Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership

COLLEGE OF INFORMATICS (COPPER)
Master of Arts in Communication
Master of Science in Business Informatics
Master of Science in Computer Information Technology
Master of Science in Computer Science
Master of Science in Health Informatics

COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Master of Arts in School Counseling (light blue)
Master of Science in Clinical Mental Health Counseling (light blue)
Master of Social Work (citron)
Master of Science in Exercise Science (old gold)
Master of Science in Health Science (sage green)
Master of Science in Nursing (apricot)
Doctor of Nursing Practice (apricot)

INTERNATIONAL SASHES

Different flags are displayed on colorful sashes worn by international students and students who studied abroad during their time at NKU. The sashes display the flag or emblem commemorating a student’s favorite study abroad location or the original country of birth or citizenship of an international student.

HONORS CORDS

The gold and white Honors cords worn by bachelor degree graduates signify that they have achieved at least a 3.5 cumulative overall grade-point average on a 4.0 scale for their academic careers. The black and white Honors Cords are worn by those associate degree graduates with at least a 3.5 cumulative overall grade-point average.

GRAND MARSHAL

The Grand Marshal is the President of the Faculty Senate, or his/her designate and represents the faculty. President John Farrar holds this honor today.

PRESIDENTIAL AMBASSADORS

Student ushers are Presidential Ambassadors. They are selected on the basis of their records of scholastic achievement and their ability to serve the University.

THE UNIVERSITY MACE

The mace, which traces its roots to medieval weaponry, has become a symbol of scholarship and integrity for universities since the eleventh century. Today, the University’s Grand Marshal carries the mace to indicate the solemnity of the occasion and the confirmation of the academic process. Northern Kentucky University’s mace is rich in symbolism. The spiral base, made of walnut-stained mahogany, suggests growth, evolution and higher achievement. The gold-leaf flame, inspired by NKU’s official seal, the lamp of learning, symbolizes eternal light and learning. The gold and white braided cords flowing from the base of the flame represent purity as well as Northern’s school colors.

The mace was presented as a gift to the University from the Northern Kentucky University Foundation, Inc. It was designed by Kari Messner ’91 and was sculpted by local artist Jack True.
NKU’S INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Northern Kentucky University is proud of its diverse student body including students representing 57 countries:

Afghanistan  Argentina  Brazil  Cambodia  Canada  China  Colombia  Congo  Costa Rica  Croatia  Cyprus  Czech Republic  Denmark  Dominican Republic  Ethiopia  France  Germany  Ghana  Guatemala  India  Ireland  Italy  Ivory Coast  Japan  Jordan  Korea  Lithuania  Madagascar  Mali  Mauritania  Mexico  Morocco  Mozambique  Nepal  Netherlands  New Zealand  Nigeria  Norway  Pakistan  Palestine  Peru  Qatar  Russia  Rwanda  St. Lucia  Saudi Arabia  Senegal  Spain  Suriname  Syria  United Arab Emirates  United Kingdom  United States of America  Uzbekistan  Venezuela  Vietnam  Zimbabwe

HONORS SYMBOLS

††† SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Students who attain a grade-point average of 3.90 to 4.00 are graduated Summa Cum Laude.

†† MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Students who attain a grade-point average of 3.75 to 3.899 are graduated Magna Cum Laude.

† CUM LAUDE
Students who attain a grade-point average of 3.50 to 3.7499 are graduated Cum Laude.

*** WITH HIGH DISTINCTION
Students who attain a grade-point average of 3.80 to 4.00 are graduated With High Distinction.

** WITH DISTINCTION
Students who attain a grade-point average of 3.50 to 3.799 are graduated With Distinction.

† Bachelor degree honor
* Associate degree honor
SENIOR CHALLENGE MESSAGES

Northern Kentucky University is pleased to acknowledge the following members of the Class of 2021 who contributed to the NKU Senior Challenge. Their gifts will directly benefit future NKU students. The university wishes to thank them for making a difference in the lives of their fellow students. The list below reflects gifts received up to Nov. 5, 2021. The following gifts were made In Honor Of a special person or with a dedicatory message on a brick paver.

Bob Alston
Without K, I would not have made it here. Without C, I would have little motivation to be here. Without E and P, I would not have the tools to be here. Without y’all, I’m not here. Thank you.

Ernesto Arias
Learning should never stop, regardless of the difficulties in your personal journey. Surround yourself with a good support system! I would like to thank my wife for her endless support in my journey, my kids and family for their support, and my parents.

Alicia Baker
Inspire excellence in every aspect of your life!

Donald Baker
Never let your age or how long it will take decide what and where you want to go! Even if it takes two or 50 years to finish your goal, remember this: those years are going to pass whether you want them to or not. So take advantage of them and do it!

Krista Barber
“If one has courage, nothing can dim the light which shines from within.”- Dr. Maya Angelou
Congratulations, fellow graduates! A huge thank you to my family for your love and support - you’re the best!
- Krista Barber, MSN-NED graduate

Krystle Beatty
Congrats to our graduating class. I wish you nothing but success and happiness wherever your new path takes you. I want to thank everyone who has helped me along my journey. I’m so grateful and honored to graduate! Go Norse! #MAIS

Erika Bowles
Much love for Cohort 15 of the ED.D. program, especially my partners in crime: Jen, Shannon, and Mike! Finished.

Lauren Brausch
Matt- Thank you for supporting me through this 2+ year journey; I could not have done this without you. Caroline and Nolan- Look what Mommy did; you can do this too! Mom, Dad, JoAnn, Jerry, and the entire family, thank you for everything! Love you all!

Sierra Bullock
This one is for you, Jace; mommy did it!

Christa Carson
Always aim for excellence!

Nicholas Catapano
Thank you to my parents Dominick and Teddy, for making me the person I am today. Thank you, Brendan, for all the love and support!

Erin Caudill
Erin, Congratulations on your graduation! We are so proud of you! We can’t wait to see what opportunities await you. You have the best of your life ahead. Enjoy all you choose to do!
- Love, Mama, Grandpa & Grandma

Lizz Dobmeyer
Thank you to my amazing husband Brandon and my two daughters, Vivien and Parker, for supporting me through this and allowing me to follow my dreams! I love you!
- Lizz Dobmeyer, History Major

Jade Elizabeth
Jade Elizabeth, We are so very proud of you!!!
- Love, Momma, Andy, Michaila, Graham, Jamie

David Evans
Be of positive change class of ’21.

Melissa Fahey
Congratulations to all the graduates!

Tiffany Falch
Even long journeys must come to an end

MaKayla Fittro
To my dad in Heaven today and my mother here today, thank you for raising me to be the person I am. Thanks for all your love and support. Love you. To Alan, thank you for being my best friend and believing in me always. I love you.
- Love, MaK Fittro.

Julie Flohr
Julie, you did it! We are very proud of you!
- Love Mom and Dad

Samuel Frye
Thanks, Mom and Dad! And all of my great NKU professors!
Shantei Gregg
This is dedicated to my mother, Dianna Robinson. I love you and miss you so much, and I know you’re proud of me.

Tim Haag
Congrats, Tim Haag! We are so proud of all your hard work and love you!
– The Rayburns

Heidi Haddad
Thank you to my family and loved ones!

Tanner Haller
“Do not follow where the path may lead. Go, instead, where there is no path and leave a trail.”
– Ralph Waldo Emerson

Leslianne Harris
Thank you to my family, friends, and the faculty at NKU for all the amazing support these past few years! Congratulations, fellow graduates!

Rick Haucke
Perseverance is the hard work you do when you are tired and feel like giving up!

Momoka Kinder
Thank you to my family, friends, colleagues, professors and everyone who supported me on my journey.

Darcey Leigh
Thank you, Zach, Mom, Dad and Ben. I love you.

Bravin Lykins
Bravin Lykins Class of 2021

Jessica McCorvey
“Dream more, learn more, care more, and be more.”
– Dolly Parton
– Jessica McCorvey PMHNP Graduate 2021

Mary McKinley
Education is a lifetime adventure! Live life to the fullest every day, dare to dream big, accomplish much and never fear change. Do not settle for less than everything, each and every moment you’re alive. Love life, make it what you want it to be!

Misty Mitchell
Dream big and never let anything stop you from achieving your goals
– Misty Mitchell 2020 DNP and 2021 MBA graduate

Erin Moran
“I never dreamed about success; I worked for it.”
– Erin Moran 2021

Ashlyn Nettle
Congratulations, Ashlyn Nettle! We are all so very proud of all you have accomplished!
– Love Mom and Dad

Cameron Nielsen
Cameron Nielsen: Congratulations on your graduation! We can’t wait to see what the future holds for you!
– Love, Mom, Dad and Andrew

Joy Oche
I am us- together, we are stronger!

Leslie Phillips
Congratulations to all of my fellow graduates! Thanks to those who have supported me throughout this journey. Special thanks to Dustin, Morgan, Nicholas, and Dr. Michelle Anthony!

Krystal Plumitallo
“If you don’t go after what you want, you’ll never have it. If you don’t ask, the answer is always no. If you don’t step forward, you’re always in the same place.”
– Nora Roberts

Grace Roe
Congratulations!
– Love Mom+Dad+Anna

Lauryn Rosengrant
Congratulations, Lauryn Rosengrant!! We are all so proud of you.
– Love, Mom

Eric Sells
I want to take the time to thank the entire NKU staff and faculty members who took their time to develop me both personally and professionally. I wouldn’t be where I am today without you. Thank you!

Adam Shaffer
“By Grabthar’s Hammer, by the Sons of Warvan, you shall be avenged.”

Jacob Shepherd
Jacob Shepherd, we are so proud of you and all of your hard work! You did it! Summa Cum Laude!
– Love Mom and Dad!

Wie Sie
Thank you to my family and friends for supporting me, especially my wife Jes and my daughter Gemma.

Micheal Stowers
Stop being average. You’re not even good. You were born to be great!

Noah Tanamachi
Congratulations on completing this chapter of your life. We are so proud of you and hope that all your dreams will be achieved in your future endeavors.
– Love, Mom and Dad

Mark Terrell
Dick & Joyce Koopman, doin’ ya proud!

Joshua Wade
Good luck to everyone!

Katherine Walezak
My success would not have been possible without the help of Dr. Masters!

Marquisse Watson
Granny, This one is for you!
– Marquisse

Chelsea Wood
You are strong, bold, and courageous. Let your light shine for those who are facing the dark. We love you, Chelsea Wood, and are very proud of you. Love you to the moon and back!

Hannah Woolum
“And let us not grow weary of doing good, for in due season, we will reap if we do not give up.”
– Galatians 6:9

Aaron Yancey
“Fight for the things you care about... But do it in a way that will lead others to join you”
– Ruth Bader Ginsburg
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ALMA MATER

Northern, let your vision lead us,
hearts of women, men and youth.
Help us seek the higher virtues,
guide us to the greater truth.
Northern, Northern, alma mater,
may our lives enrich your name.
And in time leave us, your children,
better far than when we came.

Original lyrics and melody by Charles Wiley
Revised by Carolyn Hagner
Harmonization by Kurt Sander